MedInsight® Payer Solution
With pre-built, payer-focused content,
the new MedInsight Payer Solution
packages the functionality and analytics
you need to get the most out of your
data from the moment you first log in.
Tell compelling data stories with our customizable
dashboards and advanced graphing capabilities.
Create complex queries using our powerful, proprietary
tools, like Query Express® and the Cube Browser, to
produce answers in seconds.
Couple these features with our industry-leading
data quality processes and refresh times, and you
have end-to-end, comprehensive data analysis in
days, not weeks.

NOBODY DOES DATA BETTER THAN WE DO

The MedInsight Payer Solution is designed to accept
a variety of data sources and formats. It leverages
the MedInsight Data Confidence Model and Data
Warehouse, the industry’s leading methodology to
ensure the utmost data confidence. This includes:

·· 100+ automated audits
·· 60+ stringent data tests
·· Quick data refreshes that average three days
·· Milliman peer review, a supplemental, manual review
of your data by a trained Milliman data professional

·· Custom-defined fields and dimensions
·· Ability to store up to 600 data elements
This rigorous process ensures that the data going
in can be relied upon to generate accurate results.

CUSTOM-DESIGNED FOR PAYER ORGANIZATIONS

Our analytics engine can integrate multiple complex

Leveraging over twenty years of experience

databases while flagging inconsistencies and anomalies

working with payer organizations, we developed

up front. The result is an analytic platform that truly ties

our MedInsight Payer Solution specifically to tackle

through all the way to your bottom line.

challenges that businesses like yours face on a
daily basis:

·· Data processing, collection, aggregation, quality
·· Performance benchmarking
·· Cost and utilization analysis
·· Care management analysis
·· Employer group reporting
·· Risk management/optimization
·· Population health
·· Value-based care

BENCHMARKING TO SUPPORT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Our Payer Solution leverages Milliman-engineered
benchmarks tailored to the specific population being
analyzed. These benchmarks are based on factors such
as age, gender, geography, benefit design, and health
risk adjustment.
We trend the benchmarks in order to be current
and reflective of medical inflation. With MedInsight
benchmarks, you can choose to compare whole
populations broadly, or drill drown to fine detail.
With MedInsight’s Payer Solution, you have complete
control and full visibility into your populations.
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COMPREHENSIVE COST AND UTILIZATION ANALYSIS

Customizable dashboards allow users to create stunning

We’ve integrated some of Milliman’s most powerful

visuals to help tell stories and gain insights from data,

analytic engines, like the Heath Cost Guidelines Grouper

while seamlessly flowing from one app to the next. We

(HCG Grouper), into the MedInsight

integrated one of the premier open source

Payer Solution. The HCG Grouper is

libraries for advanced graphing, ensuring

used to create population cost models,

that our features are always up to date.

to define claims service categories and
categorize specific utilization counts.

DETAILED, COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT

You can drill down by plan, line of

In addition to our #1 ranked customer

business, region, clinical population,

service team, per the KLAS study of 2019,

and any defined population within the

you can also take advantage of MedInsight

database. This methodology can help

Learning. This online, integrated module is

your organization more efficiently track utilization and

your one-stop-shop for training videos, documentation,

analyze the claim cost dollar.

and everything you need to know about using the
Solution. This knowledge base is updated with each new

POWERFUL ANALYTIC TOOLS

release so your organization can stay current with the

Our analytic tools are easier to use and more powerful

latest technology.

than ever before. With the Cube Browser, you can
produce results from large sets of aggregate or
summary data in seconds. Query Express allows you to
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drill down further into detailed, claim line-level data for
And Query Express can comb through hundreds of

To learn more about how MedInsight can help
your business, contact:

millions of claim lines in seconds.

milliman.medinsight@milliman.com

queries on specific populations or claims experiences.

or visit:
medinsight.milliman.com

Milliman is an independent consulting, benefits, and technology
firm. Our expert guidance and advanced analytical solutions
empower leading insurers, healthcare companies, and
employers to protect the health and financial well-being of
people everywhere. Every day, in countries across the globe, we
collaborate with clients to improve healthcare systems, manage
risk, and advance financial security, so millions of people can live
for today and plan for tomorrow with greater confidence.
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